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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the density estimation problem from independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) biased observations. We develop an adaptive wavelet
hard thresholding rule and evaluate its performance by considering Lp risk over
Sobolev balls. We prove that our estimation attains a sharp rate of convergence and
show the optimality.
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1 Introduction
In practice, it usually happens that drawing a direct sample from a random variable X
is impossible. In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the density functions
f X(x) without observing directly the i.i.d. sample X,X, . . . ,Xn. We observe the samples
Y,Y, . . . ,Yn from biased data with the following density function:




where g(x) is the so-called weight or bias function, μ = E(g(X)). The purpose of this paper
is to estimate the density function f X(x) from the samples Y,Y, . . . ,Yn.
Several examples of this biased data can be found in the literature. For instance, in paper
[], it is shown that the distribution of the concentration of alcohol in the blood of intoxi-
cated drivers is of interest, since the drunken driver has a larger chance of being arrested,
the collected data are size-biased.
The density estimation problem for biased data (.) has been discussed in several pa-
pers. In , Vardi [] considered the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation for
f X(x). In , Jones [] discussed the mean squared error properties of the kernel density
estimation. In , Efromovich [] developed the Efromovich-Pinsker adaptive Fourier
estimator. It was based on a blockwise shrinkage algorithm and achieved theminimax rate
of convergence under the L risk over a Besov class Bs,.
In , Ramírez and Vidakovic [] proposed a linear wavelet estimator and discussed
the consistency of a function in L[, ] under the mean integrated squared error (MISE)
sense. But the wavelet estimator in paper [] contained the unknown parameter μ. In the
same year, Christophe [] constructed a nonlinear wavelet estimator and evaluated the Lp
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risk in the Besov space Bsr,q. However, Sobolev spaces WNr (N ∈ N+) except r =  is not a
special case in the Besov space Bsr,q.
In this paper, we consider the nonlinear hard thresholdingwavelet density estimation for
biased data in Sobolev spacesWNr (N ∈N+). We mainly give the upper bound of minimax
rate of convergence under the Lp risk without particular restriction on the parameters r
and p, and the convergence rate is optimal.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we shall recall some well-known concepts and lemmas.
2.1 Wavelets
In this paper, we always assume that the scaling wavelet ϕ is orthonormal, compactly sup-
ported and N +  regular.
Deﬁnition . The scaling function ϕ(x) is calledm regular if ϕ(x) has continuous deriva-
tives of order m and its corresponding wavelet ψ(x) has vanishing moments of order m,
i.e.,
∫
xkψ(x)dx = , k = , , . . . ,m – .
The following conditions about the scaling function ϕ and the kernel function K(x, y)
will be very useful in the third section.
Condition (θ ) The function θϕ(x) =
∑
k∈Z |ϕ(x – k)| is such that ess supx∈R θϕ(x) <∞.
Condition H(N) There exists an integrable function F(x) such that for any x, y ∈ R,
|K(x, y)| ≤ F(x – y), where ∫ |x|NF(x)dx <∞.
Condition M(N) Condition H(N) is satisﬁed and ∫ K(x, y)(y – x)k dy = δk , k = , . . . ,N ,
x ∈R.
For any x ∈ R, j,k ∈ Z, denoted by ϕjk(x) :=  j ϕ(jx – k), ψjk(x) :=  j ψ(jx – k), then
for any f (x) ∈ Lr(R) := {f (x)|
∫
R




















The Sobolev space WNr (R) (N ∈ N+) is deﬁned by WNr (R) := {f : f ∈ Lr(R), f (N) ∈ Lr(R)},




f ∈WNr (R) : f is a probability density function, supp f ≤ A,∥∥f (N)∥∥r ≤ L}.
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Between a Sobolev space and a Besov space, the following embedding conclusions are
established.
Lemma . [] Let s > , ≤ p,q, r ≤ ∞, then
(i) WNr ↪→ BNr∞ ↪→ BN–/r∞∞ , ∀N > /r;
(ii) Bsrq ↪→ Bs′pq, ∀r < p, s′ = s – /r + /p,
where A ↪→ B denotes that the Banach space A is continuously embedding in the Banach
space B, i.e., there exists a constant c≥  such that for any u ∈ A, we have ‖u‖B ≤ c‖u‖A.
2.3 Auxiliary lemmas
The following lemmas given by [] will be used in the next section.
Lemma . If the scaling function ϕ satisﬁes Condition (θ ), then for any sequence























 )–, ≤ p≤ ∞, p + q = .
Lemma. For some integer N ≥ , if the kernel function K (x, y) satisﬁes ConditionsM(N)
andH(N +), f ∈ Bspq(R),where ≤ p,q≤ ∞,  < s <N +, then we have ‖Kjf – f ‖p = –jsεj,
where εj ∈ lq.
Lemma . (Rosenthal inequality) Let X, . . . ,Xn be independent random variables such


































,  < p≤ .
Lemma . (Bernstein inequality) Let X,X, . . . ,Xn be independent random variables














, ∀λ > .
Remark In this paper, we often use the notation A  B to indicate that A ≤ cB with a
positive constant c, which is independent of A and B. If A B and B A, we write A∼ B.
3 Main results
In this paper, our hard thresholding wavelet density estimator is deﬁned as follows:
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The hard thresholding wavelet coeﬃcients are βˆ∗jk := βˆjkI{|βˆjk| ≥ λ}, where
I
{|βˆjk| ≥ λ} :=
⎧⎨
⎩, |βˆjk| ≥ λ,, |βˆjk| < λ.






r n) N+ , r > pN+ ,
n
–/p






N ′(N+) , r > pN+ ,
( nlnn )







where c is a suitably chosen positive constant.
Lemma . Suppose that there exist two constants g and g such that  < g ≤ g(x)≤ g <
∞ for x ∈R. Let αjk , βjk be the coeﬃcients in the expansion (.) and let αˆjk , βˆjk be deﬁned
by estimator in (.). If j ≤ n, then for any ≤ p <∞, we have
(i) E|αjk – αˆjk|p  n– p ;
(ii) E|βjk – βˆjk|p  n– p .
Proof (i) From the deﬁnition of αˆjk and the triangular inequality, we have



































∣∣∣∣ μˆ – μ
∣∣∣∣.









(∫ ∣∣f X(y)∣∣ dy) (∫ ∣∣ϕj,k(y)∣∣ dy
) 
 ≤ A/‖f ‖∞.
Furthermore, a Sobolev space and a Besov space have the following embedding the-
orem, WNr ↪→ BNr∞ ↪→ BN–/r∞∞ , for any integer N > /r, then we have ‖f ‖∞ ≤ ‖f ‖BN–/r∞∞ ≤
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∣∣∣∣ μˆ – μ
∣∣∣∣
p
=: T + T,




g(Yi) – αj,k|p, T := E| μˆ – μ |p.
The term Ti is estimated as follows. Firstly, let ξi := μ
ϕj,k (Yi)
g(Yi) – αj,k , we can see that they





























































≤ gm– g–m+ 
j
 (m–)‖ϕ‖m–∞ c.
Since j ≤ n, we obtain
E|ξi|m ≤ Cj(m–)/  n(m–)/.
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To estimate the term T, let ηi = g(Yi) –

μ
. We can compute E(ηi) =  easily, and for any
m≥ , E|ηi|m ≤ C.













)p/) n–p+ + n–p/  n–p/. (.)








≤ n–p(np/(E|ηi|)p/)≤ n–p/. (.)
By (.), (.) and (.), we obtain
E|αˆj,k – αj,k|p  T + T  n–p/.
(ii) It is similar to (i), we omit it. 
Lemma . If jj ≤ n, then for any ω > , there exists a constant c >  such that
P
(






Proof We can easily get
μˆ ≤ g, μ ≥ g, 
μ
≤ g– ,
|βj,k| ≤ A/‖f ‖∞ ≤ A/‖f ‖WNr .
Therefore,















































where ξi = μ
ψj,k (Yi)





. So, we get
P


















































∣∣∣∣∣ > λgA/‖f X‖WNr
)
=: P + P,
where P := P(| n
∑n
i= ξi| > λgg ), P := P(| n
∑n
i= ηi| > λgA/‖f X‖WNr
).
Now, we estimate P. Clearly, Eξi = , and





































)∣∣∣∣≤  · j/gg– ‖ψ‖∞.

















n · c jn · g /g































(σ  + ‖ψ‖∞c/) j
)
.
Taking c >  such that c

 g /g








≤ e–ωj  –ωj. (.)
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( g + λg
–








































∣∣∣∣∣ > λgA/‖f X‖WNr
)
≤ e–ωj  –ωj. (.)
Taking c =max{c, c}, by (.) and (.), we have
P
(|βˆj,k – βj,k| > λ)≤ P + P  –ωj. 
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Lemma . Suppose that there exist two constants g and g such that  < g ≤ g(x)≤ g <
















(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ ,
where c, c are constants.






































































































{|βˆjk| ≤ λ, |βjk| > λ}≤ I
{
|βˆjk – βjk| > λ
}
,









































|βˆjk – βjk| > λ
}) 
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By Lemma ., we have
E|βˆjk – βjk|p  n– p .
































































By ‖βj·‖r  –j(N+  – r ) and λ ∼ c
√
lnn


























≤ n r–pp lnn– rp (–jξ I{ξ > } + –jξ I{ξ < } + (j – j + )I{ξ = }).
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(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ ,
(.)

















let ξ :=  (
r





























































































–jξ I{ξ > } + –jξ I{ξ < } + (j – j + )I{ξ = }
)
.
Note that ξ >  if and only if r > pN+ . When ξ = , i.e., p = r(N + ), we can compute
N ′
(N– r )+






p –jξ = (lnn)
p–r
r(N+) n– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
( lnnn )
p–r
p (j – j + ) ( lnnn )
p–r
p , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
p–r
p –jξ = ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ .
(.)
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Taking large enough ω such that  <
ω







pq′ ) ≤ √n–j .





r(N+) n– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
n–
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r ≤ pN+ .
(.)
















(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ ,
where c, c are constants. 
Theorem . Let the scaling function ϕ(x) be orthonormal, compactly supported and N +
 regular. There exist two positive constants g and g such that g ≤ g(x) ≤ g, x ∈ R. If
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fˆ Xnonn is the nonlinear wavelet estimator in (.), and assumptions (.), (.) and (.) are




∥∥fˆ Xnonn – f X∥∥p 
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ ,
where N ′ =N – /r + /p, c, c are constants.
Proof By the deﬁnition of fˆ Xnonn in (.) and the expansion of f X in (.), one has
fˆ Xnonn – f X =
∑
k








ψjk + Pj+f X – f X .
Then
E




















∥∥Pj+f X – f X∥∥p


















































Since f X(x) and ϕ(x) are compactly supported, then the number of elements in {k : αjk =
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r(N+) n– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
n–
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r ≤ pN+ ,
(.)





∥∥Pj+f X – f X∥∥p.
In reference [], it turns out that if the scaling function ϕ(x) is orthonormal, compactly
supported andN + regular, then the associated kernel functionK(x, y) :=
∑
k ϕ(x–k)ϕ(y–
k) satisﬁes Conditions H(N + ) andM(N), and Kjf (x) = Pjf (x).
Since a Sobolev space and a Besov space have the following embedding theorem: W˜Nr ↪→
B˜Nr∞ ↪→ B˜N ′p∞, where N ′ =N – r + p , then f X ∈ B˜N
′
p∞. By Lemma ., we have
∥∥Pj+f X – f X∥∥p  –jN ′ .




– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
































(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ .
(.)




∥∥fˆ Xnonn – f X∥∥p 
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(lnn)cn– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
(lnn)c ( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r = pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r < pN+ . 
4 Optimality
Now, we discuss the optimality of the rates of convergence. Using similar techniques as
those in reference [], we can obtain the following lower bound theorem.
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Theorem. Let the scaling function ϕ(x) be orthonormal, compactly supported andN +
regular, f X ∈ W˜Nr (A,L). If there exist two positive constants g and g such that g ≤ g(x)≤






∥∥fˆ Xn – f X∥∥p 
⎧⎨
⎩n
– NN+ , r > pN+ ,
( lnnn )
N ′
(N–/r)+ , r ≤ pN+ ,
where ≤ r,p <∞, N > r .
Remark The proof is very similar to that in reference [], in which the author studied the
lower bound of the convergence rates in Besov spaces for the samples without bias data.
According to Theorem ., we can see that:
(i) When r < pN+ , our nonlinear estimator can attain the optimal rate.
(ii) When r = pN+ , our convergence rate and the optimal rate of convergence diﬀer in a
logarithmic. So, it is sub-optimal.
(iii) When r > pN+ , the logarithmic factor is an extra penalty for the chosen wavelet
thresholding, our convergence rate is sub-optimal.
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